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azz and improvisation was a mystery before JazzKids
JazzKids makes jazz accessible to everyone

Join Willie Myette for a JazzKids workshop on: _________ from _____ to _____ at:
______________________. The workshop cost is $___ per person. For more information about JazzKids, please visit www.jazzedge.com.
Attending a JazzKids workshop with Willie
Myette is a special event. Students, teachers and
parents will walk away excited after learning new
improvisation techniques that they can use right
away. Workshops with Willie are “hands on” so
come prepared to participate!
Let’s face it; improvising is elusive to most
people. But, JazzKids teaches the art of improvisation using a proven step-by-step
curriculum that makes learning easy. Willie
brings these concepts to life in a fun, safe and
engaging workshop atmosphere.
Some of the techniques that are discussed: How
to accompany yourself while improvising; Simple
improvisation for the beginner; Chords, making
them and using them; The Blues and its function;
Playing with others; Knowing when to rest and
much more!
A workshop with Willie is relaxed but jammed
packed with useful information. Willie does not bog students down with theory. Instead, he
teaches them how to find their own creative voice and share it in a way that is non-threatening
or scary.
About Willie Myette: Willie has toured both the U.S. and Europe as clinician and performer. He
is a graduate of the well renowned Berklee College of Music. He has studied in New York with
Fred Hersch and in Boston with Ray Santisi. Willie has produced two recordings as bandleader
and his music has been featured on radio stations nationwide.
Willie began JazzKids in 1996. Since then, JazzKids has grown into a program used by hundreds of teachers around the globe. JazzKids books and workshops have taught children as
young as six-years-old how to begin improvising on their own. Teachers too have learned how
to effectively teach jazz and improvisation to their own students, even if they have little or no
jazz experience.
For more information, contact JazzKids – 401.331.0000 phone – www.jazzedge.com
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Kudos for Willie and JazzKids
“I really enjoyed your presentation. It was inspiring to hear your mastery of the keyboard.”
“You have a great presence. The flow of the workshop was very good. I look forward to
implementing this in my studio. Thanks!”
“[I enjoyed] His communication with the audience and ability to teach everyone that was
there whether they took piano or not.”
“I liked the way Willie presented the material, letting everyone have hands on. I also enjoyed that he interacted.”
“Great enthusiasm. Well organized. Super knowledgeable!”
“Thank You! I am impressed with your method. It seems very basic and user friendly.
I've tried a variety of different jazz approaches and this one seems easier for a beginner
to understand.”
"You did a terrific job! You simplified jazz voicings. Thank you!"
"I spent over $600 in jazz piano classes and did not learn as much practical improvisation techniques and ideas as I did in your one-hour JazzKids workshop."
“I prefer your approach to jazz because it is so accessible to beginning students, plus
they're learning to use their ears AND learning licks so they can create their OWN jazz
rather than being dependent on music, the way I have been most of my life."
“I recently hired a bass player and a drummer to play with my students in a recital. We
used a lot of your tunes. They did grrrrrrrreat! One of the local Jazz Educators/Professionals said whatever I was doing to get those results to keep doing it!
Thanks for your materials.”
“Your books are pedagogically so useful because they actually provide students the
tools to create their own music. Several of my students (ages 6 - 7) have been improvising licks to their mom’s accompaniment (the “first bass line” in the workbook), and are
now even playing their own left hand accompaniment!”
"A great set of books to start your child off right in learning and appreciating the music of
jazz. The JazzKids instruction books should be in every library in the country."

